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Abstract: This paper examines the co-operative action (Goodwin, 2018) of teachers discussing 

research articles as part of a professional development cycle. We make sense of how the articles 

become part of the interactional resources teachers use to construct images of their future 

classrooms and students. This has implications for considering the interactional practices of 

facilitating teacher learning.  
 

Teacher learning is key for developing meaningful changes in science education. This is important as the field 

grapples with what it takes to realize changes towards science learning that positions students as “doers of science 

rather than receivers of facts” (Miller et al., 2018, p. 1056, emphasis theirs). This paper proposes a form of teacher 

pedagogy to develop awareness of what teaching and learning science can look like by focusing on teachers' 

imagined futures. This kind of professional learning activity is a relatively unexplored avenue for promoting 

teacher learning in design research with untapped affordances. It provides a flexible medium for teachers to shift 

their vision of their future work that might not be as readily available from watching video or rehearsing  practices. 

It also encourages partnerships between researchers and teachers (Penuel et al., 2020). 

This paper analyzes interactions during professional development (PD) workshops which were shifted 

to remote, synchronous work due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Analysis focuses on how teachers co-construct 

imaginings of future classrooms during two conversations about science education research articles. Examining 

how teachers developed their public representations of their future classrooms offers insight into the possibility 

for this kind of activity to facilitate teacher learning by developing notions of what their classrooms can look like 

and what their students can do. This is important for imagining more equitable science spaces for students. Our 

analysis is centered on the following question: How do teachers’ prior experiences interact with new 

conceptualizations and images of student learning represented in research articles as they co-construct future 

visions of classroom teaching and student learning? 

Theoretical framework: Developing substrates to change future classrooms 
Crafting a future vision of classrooms and students, collectively, is an important aspect of developing teacher 

“professional vision” (Goodwin, 2018; Sherin & van Es, 2009). Goodwin (2018) describes co-operative action as 

the social process of “building something new through decomposition and reuse with transformation of resources 

placed in a public environment by an earlier actor” (p.3). This paper uses the substrate -- or the complex set of 

resources that teachers bring, decompose, use, and develop -- as the unit of analysis. The substrate is the 

“immediately present semiotic landscape with quite diverse resources that has been given its current shape through 

the transformative sequences of action that culminate” in current action (Goodwin, 2018 p. 39). Reading two 

STEM education research articles as a PD activity reconfigures the substrate teachers use to develop a discussion 

of their future classrooms and future students. This includes a perspective on how teachers laminate, or deploy 

across modalities and constructs, particular parts of the stories as resources for further social action.   

Context and methods 
Data were generated during a four-day summer workshop conducted as part of a professional development (PD) 

cycle with 13 middle school science and STEM teachers. The purpose of the PD was to help teachers learn about, 

adapt, and enact lesson sequences that integrate computational activities through the use of sensor technologies 

(Biddy, et al., 2020). The two activities examined in this paper consisted of discussing two education research 

articles (Manz, 2019; Hardy et al., 2020). We transcribed recordings of both discussions and selected focal clips 

during multiple reviews (Jordan & Henderson, 1995). Focal video clips were iteratively reviewed and analyzed 

through multiple passes together by groups of researchers.   

Co-operatively positioning future students and classrooms 
In reading the second research article, facilitators asked the teachers to focus on the case study of one student, 

Hope (p. 115-122). The case study presents a shift in Hope’s engagement with data as she used sensors to 
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 investigate the relationship between plants and CO2 levels. Teachers were asked to reflect on guiding questions 

including: “Where do you see opportunities for students to develop agency as they progress through” a co-

designed curricular unit. The day began with a discussion of Hope’s story, in relation to the teachers’ own practice.  

Analysis of the following whole group discussion illuminated the varied perspectives that teachers bring 

to bear on PD sessions and indicated the local substrates as particular and under construction. Each teacher did 

not just involve their own context but used the locally available substrate to build towards understanding how 

their future students might: 1) take part in the type of transitions Manz (2019) proposes, or 2) be a data producer 

like Hope (Hardy et al., 2020). This activity revealed some of the important resources and narratives that teachers 

deploy to position their future classrooms and students in relation to the ongoing discourse. These included 

curricula, disciplinary conceptions of science, past experiences with students, and more. For example, one teacher 

deftly laminated Hope’s story onto her experience with science curricula over the past 8 years, from science kits 

in a box to inquiry driven investigations that get students outside. Two teachers directly positioned their own 

future students in relation to Hope. One shared “some of my students would automatically be like hope… others 

would not… you would need to ask good questions,” explicitly laminating Hope’s story onto her vision of future 

students abilities, based on her previous experience. She also characterizes the pedagogical move that would 

support those who need help getting to the level of independent engagement with the scientific processes: asking 

good questions. The second teacher rejected such a lamination and characterization of the pedagogical need, 

instead eventually sharing that students would need “certain background knowledge” to do “correct scientific 

experiments.” This contestation is a familiar narrative in science education that characterizes a particular kind of 

progression for engaging in critical thinking and experimentation: students need certain knowledge building 

blocks before they can do the experiment, which limits future visions.  

Discussion and conclusion 
This kind of social action shows persistent, interactional resources that are – and can be – used to laminate the 

goals of the PD onto the teachers’ classrooms and eventual practice. This analysis brings to the fore that teacher 

PD is not a neutral activity, but an engagement with teacher future visions of their classrooms that are structured 

and co-constructed from their prior experiences, in addition to other local semiotic resources. The excerpt above 

exemplifies the possibility of developing teachers’ interactional substrates for collectively imagining different 

futures for their students and classrooms. It also depicts the various ways that teachers inhabit, decompose, and 

reuse these kinds of visions of futures through what their students will and will not be able to do. Therefore, as 

we engage sociocultural and constructivist theories of learning to inform curricula designs that are forward looking 

(Miller, et al., 2018) we must also apply such theories to facilitate teacher learning towards developing what they 

can imagine future visions of student learning to look like. This paper describes a possible approach as a beginning 

for considering how to frame more of teacher development intentionally around an engagement with images of 

future classrooms and students that leaves room for imagining. 
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